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Issue

The issue of “brain drain” from Indiana’s public universities is a problem not only a�ecting the state of Indiana,
but also a�ects most states in the Rust Belt and Midwest. The United States Joint Economic Committee
investigated the issue of “brain drain” in states across the country and found that Indiana was ranked the 13th
worst state for relative gross brain drain and the 10th worst state for relative net brain drain (Losing our Minds).
Crucially, Indiana is the 5th and 3rd worst state in the Midwest for relative gross brain drain and relative net
brain drain, respectively. Gross brain drain as de�ned by the committee represents how well a state retains its
highly educated natives, while net brain drain represents how well a state attracts outside educated migrants
relative to its educated natives that leave.
Anecdotally, I have experienced this issue throughout both high school and college. In high school, most of my
peers applied to out-of-state universities, hoping to attend college in another state. Similarly, in college, most of
my peers are applying to internships and jobs outside of Indiana, hoping to work and live in another state
following graduation. While Indiana may not have the attraction of some states like California, Texas, New
York, or Florida, this action still results in young Hoosiers migrating away from the state where they grew up and
where their family resides. Finding a solution to this problem should be a key issue to the General Assembly, as
tens of thousands of highly talented and educated young students are leaving the state each and every year. The
manner in which Indiana responds to this issue will a�ect not only the viability of its economy in the future, but
also has the potential to a�ect its status among other midwestern states.

Recommendation
There is a lack of available data for symptoms to this issue, especially pertaining to Indiana, with its unique
economy that is heavily reliant on both its manufacturing and agricultural industries. Therefore, I would suggest
assigning the topic of “brain drain” to the Interim Study Committee on Education, to bring stakeholders
together to recognize this problem and discuss solutions to minimize it.
Secondly, the General Assembly should expand the EARN (Employment Aid Readiness Network) Indiana
program as established by IC 21-16-2. Similarly, the General Assembly should work to expand Work and Learn
Indiana (https://www.workandlearnindiana.com/), a program within a subsidiary of the Indiana Chamber of
Commerce, which works with the Indiana Commission for Higher Education to “link employers, learners, high
schools, colleges and universities.” Currently, Work and Learn Indiana has 1,165 companies and 271 positions
listed on their program’s website*. Expanding these programs to more students and employers would help
students better understand the opportunities Indiana is able to o�er and also reward employers who hire
Hoosiers.
In a study conducted on public universities in Iowa, a similar Midwest and agriculturally heavy state, the study
found that “overall cost of living” and a “strong local economy” were the two traits graduating seniors desired
most for a community they hoped to work and live in following their graduation (Fiore, et al). However, similar
to Iowa, Indiana has a low relative cost of living compared to the rest of the country, but is unable to successfully
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retain students. For the third quarter of 2021, Indiana had the 11th lowest cost of living in the United States and
the 4th lowest in the Midwest, behind Kansas, Iowa, and Illinois (“Cost of Living Data Series”). The Indiana
Regional Economic Acceleration and Development Initiative (READI) through the Indiana Economic
Development Corporation (IEDC) has continued the community and regional focused development
throughout Indiana with “$500 million in state appropriations to promote strategic investments that will make
Indiana a magnet for talent and economic growth” (Indiana READI). Indiana is positioned well to continue to
succeed at these two community traits and the state should continue to be heavily focused on these due to their
signi�cance as displayed by the study.
With that being said, within the state of Indiana, the “average balance for federal and private student loan
borrowers is $30,661” (Tretina). This number is 16% less than the national average, but as Tretina points out,
the median household income in Indiana is $56,303. This discrepancy opens the possibility for great potential in
reducing the true cost of living for college graduates through student loan debt forgiveness programs. Through
the EARN Indiana program or a creation of a similar program, the General Assembly should continue to
reward employers who create high-paying jobs for Indiana students and graduates and also should consider ways
to reduce the burden of student debt or Hoosiers through these programs or programs similar to them.
All in all, I believe that the listed areas are a few things that the General Assembly could target that would help
improve the issue of “brain drain” within our state. If the state is to meet its goal of having 60 percent of
Hoosiers attain quality education and training beyond high school by 2025, it starts with improving the
partnership between students, universities, and employers.
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